If f: X-RZ,X:RZ, is an embedding, we say that f is a quasisymmetric embedding if there is H>l such that lf(b) -f(x)l = H I f(a) -f(x)l provided a,b,x(X and lb-xl=-la-xl; cf. [8] , where / was said to be weakly quasisymmetric if this is true. We say also that f is H-quasisymmetric if we wish to emphasize H. lf y:p:f (X), this definition coincides with the usual deflnition of a quasisymmetric (and ä-quasisymmetric) mapping except that f may be also decreasing. Note that an Z-embedding is always l2-quasisymmetric.
2. We prove in this paper the following theorem whose quasiconformal parl is more or less known [4, 6] , although we have not found it in an exactly equivalent form.
Theorem. Let f: Ä*R2 be an H-quasisymmetric embedding. Then there is an extension F of f to a K-quasiconformal homeomorphism of Rz which is continuously dffirentiable outside R qnd where K depends only on H. If f is an L-embedding, then F is an L'-homeomorphism where L' depends only on L.
We proved a variant of the Lipschitz part of the theorem in [7] , where the proof was an explicit geometric construction, based on a certain compactness property of Lipschitz embeddings. The proof we offer here is analytic in character, the main tools being Riemann's mapping theorem and the Beurling-Ahlfors extension of a quasisymmetric mapping. This proof is also much shorter than the proof of [7] .
However, it is questionable whether it is fundamentally simpler, so powerful are the theorems on which it is based.
We remark that the construction of [7] would, with minor modifications and with some results of [8] This would follow since by [8, 4.9] , combined with a normal family argument using [8, Section 3] , there is a quasisymmetric embedding f: R-Rz such that "/(n):S.
We now proceed to the proof. For further discussion, see Section 7.
3. The Beurling-Ahlfors extension. 
.fo, (x, y)€R2\4.
Proof. Choose (x, y)€ rR2\4. [7] ) since quasiconformal arcs can be characterized in a manner similar to quasiconformal circles (Rickman [5] 
